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MALTA

QORTI TAL-MAGISTRATI (MALTA)
BHALA QORTI TA' GUDIKATURA KRIMINALI
MAGISTRAT DR.
EDWINA GRIMA

Seduta tat-22 ta' Marzu, 2010
Numru. 143/2010

The Police
(Inspector Edmond Cuschieri)
Vs
Abdul Sahid Gafur known as John, 43 years old, son
of Abdul and Janice nee` Russel , born on the 12th Oct
1966 in Britain, holder of Maltese ID Card with number
29561A and British passport with number 39191713,
and residing at Sea Cove Mansions, Flt 5, Triq it-Tonn
, San Pawl il-Bahar
The Court,
Having seen the charges brought against the accused
Abdul Sahid Gafur known as John wherein he was
charged with having on 19th Dec 2009 or in the previous
dates in these island of having committed forgery of any
authentic an public instrument or of any commercial
document or private bank document, by counterfeiting or
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altering the writing or signature, by feigning any fictitious
agreement, disposition, obligation or discharge in any of
the said instruments or documents after the formation
thereof, or by any addition to or alteration of any clause,
declaration or fact which such instruments or documents
were intended to contain or prove.
Accused also that on the same dates and circumstances
you knowingly made use of any of the false acts, writings,
instruments or documents mentioned in article 183 of
Chapter 9 of the Laws of Malta.
Having seen the documents exhibited;
Having heard the evidence;
Having seen the consent of the Attorney General for this
case to be dealt with summarily;
Having heard accused admit to charges which admission
of guilt was reaffirmed after having been given sufficient
time according to law;
Having heard submissions by both parties regarding the
punishment to be inflicted;.
Considers,
That in view of the guilty plea filed by accused the Court
cannot but find him guilty as charged.
That in considering the punishment to be inflicted the
Court is taking into consideration the guilty plea filed by
the accused filed at this early stage of the proceedings,
the fact that he cooperated fully with the police during
investigations and his clean conviction record.
Consequently after having seen Section 183 and 184 of
the Criminal Code the Court finds accused guilty as
charged, however in view of the above made
considerations and after having seen Section 22 of
Chapter 446 of the Laws of Malta discharges the accused
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on condition that he does not commit another crime within
2 yrs from today.
The Court duly cautioned accused of the consequences
according to law shoed he commit another crime during
this period of conditional discharge.
The Court authorizes the accused to withdraw document
EC from the acts of the proceedings.

< Sentenza Finali >
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